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Message from top management

chemistry

We pursue the potential of
and always work to

connect

new values to the future

New Value Creation ‘KONISHI’
Connecting new values to the future

Bond business

KONISHI Innovation
As a technology development-oriented
synthetic adhesives manufacturer

Innovation

Chemical product business

KONISHI Solution

Solution

As a proposal-oriented trading company
specializing in chemicals
Konishi started its business back in 1870 as a pharmaceutical
trader. Following that, it expanded its business to the sales of

maintenance, repair, and refurbishment of social infrastructure and

Civil engineering & construction business

architectural stock market.

western liquors and industrial chemicals and transformed itself
into a company dealing with chemistry while working to meet

To Konishi, connect conveys a variety of connotations.

customer’s requests and the demands of the society, as observed

Joining a variety of objects

in the development of the Bond synthetic adhesives in 1952.

Linking people, things, and information.

While, at the present time, inheriting the Bond business as a manu-

Handing down a variety of things to the next generations for

facturer engaged in the production and sales of the synthetic

a longer period of time

adhesive Bond and other products and also inheriting the whole-

Materializing customer’s desires and dreams.

KONISHI Challenge

Challenge

Contributing to the building of a society where
people can live prosperous and peaceful lives

sale business that started as the foundation of our business, we
are attempting to further expand our business with a chemical

We are committed to connecting more than anyone else. And

product business and a civil engineering & construction business

not just keeping and expanding our existing business, we will

run as two main lines of business. With the former, we operate as

explore new fields and new areas so that we can contribute to

a trading company specializing in chemicals and, with the latter,

realizing a more comfortable life for tomorrow. Your kind coopera-

our affiliated construction companies play major roles in the

tion, support, and guidance are greatly appreciated.
President
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Keiichi Oyama

Konishi Group mission

With our sincere conduct, spirit of challenge,
and commitment to various types of connecting,
we create new values to bring smiles and a sense of
security to all people concerned
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Bond business

1
From attaching to making
Bond Good Sewer, an adhesive with a new concept
“Isn’t there an adhesive that can be used in place of a sewing
machine?” This request was received from a mail-order company specializing in kindergarten/school admission goods. Because an increasing number
of mothers lacked skills in sewing in recent years, they wanted to propose
using adhesives to make bags for lunchboxes or indoor shoes, but ordinary
adhesives did not offer sufficient strength. In response, Konishi developed
Bond Good Sewer, an adhesive for cloth, based on the unprecedented
concept of an adhesive for making bags.
Up until then, there were adhesive used for cloth for attaching small
items but none for making bags. Such an adhesive would have to maintain
sufficient strength to make bags easy to make and yet not harm the texture
of the cloth and be washable. To make a product that satisfies the users, we
repeated prototyping and durability testing under assumed use environments. As a result, Bond Good Sewer became a successful product
immediately after its launch.
Konishi will continue to deliver products with new concepts that meet
the needs of the times.
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Connecting users' passion for creating something on
their own

Consumer field

To this day and beyond

Bond Good Sewer series

Our products

“Can you hand me the Bond from the toolbox,” “Oh no, it’s empty”. This is an
exchange happening somewhere today. Bond for Wood, with its unique yellow bottle
and red cap, and Bond Aron Alpha, famous for being an instant adhesive, are our
flagship products in the consumer field.
Products in the consumer field play an active role in our ordinary daily lives. For
that reason, we prioritize users’ viewpoints more than anything else and clearly define
the advantages to the users. By firmly responding to the fundamental needs of being
easy to use, safe & worry free, available anywhere, etc. even in the product develop-

For mending water system components

ment stage, our products have gained trust and become loved by consumers for
many years.
Now, consumers’ passion for making things is expanding out of ordinary daily life
and spreading to handicrafts, fishing, DIY, and other hobbies. At Konishi, we are
working on the development of products that can help with such passions.
For bonding broken objects For hemming pants
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Bond business
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2
Two-Way Pack/Appli-Pack series, reducing waste and
increasing ease of use

Connecting users' passion
for comfortable living

Making things worry free and easy. New containers were adopted for flooring
adhesives used for building houses and condominiums. Instead of a paper tube
cartridge, a soft film wrapping paper is used. Because it compresses to such a
small size after use, it successfully reduced the waste to approximately one tenth
as compared with paper tube cartridges. And in addition to the reduced waste, it
realized an improvement in workability. These products can be used in two
ways—by fitting it on an instant cartridge or directly squeezing it by hand.
Not only do they significantly reduce in the amount of waste after use, these
products reflect the considerations on worker preferences and the characteristics
of the object to be worked on. For the manufacturing of the products, Konishi
introduced equipment for the first time that carries out the entire manufacturing
process of the products, from making the container wrapping materials to the
product filling. As a result, waste was reduced in relation to the purchase of
containers and energy was reduced in the production process owing to the
improvement in efficiency.

Housing-related field

Containers that produce less waste

Appli-Pack series

Used by squeezing Used with a
manually
cartridge gun

Our products

Helping to build better houses
Although mostly invisible when the work is done, Konishi’s products are used in a
variety of ways in the construction of houses, such as flooring adhesives, adhesives for
interior materials for walls and ceilings and for kitchen panels, exterior tile adhesives and
sealants, and so forth, helping to realize every minute request of the residents.
Sick building syndrome is condition that can occur due to chemical substances emitted
into the air. To tackle this problem, which has been increasingly addressed by society in
recent years, we examined our products from three points of view, including safety, workability, and environmental protection. We worked to develop, through carious forms of technical
innovation, products that do not pollute the air. We are making efforts to develop products

Flooring work

that reflect considerations for the safety of the residents as well as the users. Proof of the
worry-free conditions are represented by the F☆☆☆☆, JAIA 4VOC standard conformed,
and GREEN SPIRIT symbols, which indicate conformance to healthy house standards.
The sense of value for housing has changed and efforts have started to realize houses
with long life expectancies of 100 or 200 years. Given this, we will actively respond to social
needs, looking to future generations, through the development of reformable products that
can be easily peeled off in case of housing renovations without damaging the base materials.
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Working on exterior
wall tiles

Working on underfloor
base
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Bond business

3

Toward new fields where Konishi can contribute
with its technologies
Konishi’s products are being actively used in a variety of areas in the
industrial materials field. Customers’ business categories and needs are diverse,
as are the performance requirements. Of these categories, particularly high
performance is required in the automotive field and electronics/electrical field.
In the automotive field, given the rapid transition toward hybrid and electric
vehicles, efforts are being made each day to convert materials for the purpose
of reducing weight to improve fuel efficiency, in addition to the heat resistance
and durability that enable driving in various environments. One of our challenges
is to accurately grasp such trends.
As in the automotive field, advanced technologies are used in the electronics/electrical field. In recent years, the demand for LED illumination-related
products has increased. In addition to the performance needed to withstand
severe environments, flame retardance and heat dissipation are indispensable.
Along with actions to meet environmental regulations in various countries
around the world, we at Konishi are further improving the existing performance
levels to satisfy the safety and workability at higher levels. And we are working
on the development of products that will be required by the future automotive
and electronics/electrical fields, by making use of own technical capabilities.
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Connects manufacturers’ passion for
delivering good products

Industrial materials field

For the automotive field

For the electronics/electrical field

Our products

Optimization for individual manufacturing sites
Corrugated cardboards, paper bags, electric appliances, mobile phones.... You may not
know that Konishi’s products are used in the industrial materials field that manufactures
varieties of merchandise many people use and see each day without much attention.
Adhesives from the industrial materials field are primarily used on manufacturing lines in
factories. Konishi's adhesives are used on manufacturing lines for paper tubes, bookbinding,
bag making, corrugated cardboards, and so forth and also on lines making heat insulating

Paper tube manufacturing line

panels for trucks and automotive interior parts. In the development of a product, the sales
personnel first understand market needs. Then improvements and revisions are repeated in
cooperation with the customers to make a completed product. Each person responds to actual
situations in the field to meet market requirements with the best and optimal products.
In addition to adhesives, other Konishi products are in use in the industrial materials field.
These include the mold release agents that are used when pulling out automotive seats, sofa
cushions, and other urethane foam products from molds and the tapes that are used for fixing
panels and liquid crystals on home appliances. In the future, we will make further efforts in the
supply of adhesives, sealants, and other such products increasingly in demand in the electronics/electrical field.
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Steel door fabrication

LCD panel fixing
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Bond business

4

4
Taking on new civil engineering needs as a manufacturer

Connecting society’s wishes for safety and
sense of security

In order to form a recycle-oriented society, it is now important to think of
how we can extend the service life of social capital stock. Konishi is creating a
variety of products and methods of work that can fulfill the demands of the
times. Previously, we primarily focused on the architecture field, such as the
repair of exterior walls and tiles of buildings, seismic strengthening of
buildings, and sealing works to prevent the ingress of rainwater to the building
interior. At present, as a result of advancements in our technologies over the
years, Konishi’s products and work methods are being used at a variety of
civil engineering work sites. These include the concrete peeling-off prevention
work on bridges, seismic strengthening work on bridges through the use of
carbon fiber and/or aramid fiber, and concrete anti-corrosion work for water
supply and sewage systems. Using multifaceted approaches unique as a
manufacturer, we are supporting the creation of a safe and secure society.
Konishi continuously works to understand the needs of society through
collaborations between sales and research personnel to develop higher-quality
products and work methods. And based on the trust we have earned and our
track record, we make full use of product strengths, technical strengths, and
networking strengths. We will take on the challenge of extending the service
life of civil engineering structures.

Civil engineering &
architecture field

Mending concrete ceilings
Work with Bond KEEP
Maintenance Method®VM-3
for preventing concrete from
flaking off

Supporting public buildings and
social infrastructure

Our products

Now is an era of service life extension of stock where we are expected to appropriately
repair and/or refurbish the social capital stock that were built long ago, such as architectural
structure stock, bridges, roads, and water supply and sewage systems, to maintain them so
we can continue to use them for a long time. And, since schools and hospitals and other
public facilities become evacuation sites in the case of disasters, it is necessary to make them
earthquake-resistant. Besides the development and supply of adhesives and sealants suited
for the repair and refurbishment of architectural structures, Konishi has developed unique work
methods for the repair of exterior walls, seismic strengthening, surface protection, and so

Sealing work

forth. In view of industry-academia-government collaborations, we are deploying activities for
the supply and dissemination of advanced technologies together with work methods.
And we support the Federation of Konishi BESTEM Industrial Association, which consists
of approximately 1,300 construction contractors in Japan. We periodically run learning
sessions on Konishi’s adhesives and new work methods and, to level and standardize the
execution of work at a high level, we provide support in cooperation with those in the field.
Furthermore, we are working using multiple methods of approach on the creation of a society
where every individual can live with a sense of security, such as working to develop new
products and new work methods through cooperation with the members of the association.
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Crack repair work
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Chemical product business

1

Chemicals field
Chemical product business

Planning and proposing
capabilities to connect people, living,
and the future through creation and action
Our chemical product business inherited our
company’s history, beginning as a pharmaceutical
trader. The starting point dates back to 1870.
For people, for the Earth, for future generations. Despite the change of times, we have
prioritized such points of view over anything else
and enhanced the professional trading company’s
functions of connecting businesses. At the present
time, one important role of ours is to work on our
own themes for the development of new technologies and products while responding to a variety of
needs in the chemicals, paints, electronics/electrical, automotive, and housing fields.
We need to propose values that are truly
needed by the society instead of seeking convenience alone. As a credible and trusted partner,
Konishi materializes desired dreams and, at the
same time, connects people’s wishes with living
and the living with the future by means of our
planning and proposing as of a professional trading
company.
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We supply a broad range of
items to meet a variety of
needs of the chemical
industry

●
Esters
● Cellulose

● Monomers

Acrylic acid ester
Ethyl acetate
Butyl acetate
Other esters

Nitrocellulose
Nitrocellulose dope
Microcrystalline cellulose
Hydroxymethyl cellulose
Other celluloses

Acrylonitrile
MMA
Styrene
Vinyl acetate
Other monomers

● Nitrogen compounds

Urea
Ethanolamine
Morpholine
Other nitrogen compounds

●
Solvents
Acetone
MEK
Other ketones
Toluene
Glycols
Other solvents

Alcohol ●
Methanol
IPA
Other alcohols

Other industrial chemicals ●
Formalin
Paraformaldehyde
Acetic acid
Nonylphenol

Ethanol
Ethanol
Anhydrous ethanol
Pharmacopoeia ethanol
Ethanol for disinfection
Ethanol for reagent

●

Chemical products penetrate a variety
of situations in people’s lives, quietly
supporting lifestyles.
Konishi identifies, at an early stage, new
values deemed necessary by society and
needs of industries, and supplies a broad
range of items, including solvents, plasticizers, raw materials for plastics, catalysts, and
resin additives.

1
Proposals through the effective use of technology
development capabilities
In responding to ever-diversifying customer needs, Konishi’s chemical
product business has primarily used, so far, the trading company's functions
to connect companies. Going forward, however, we will also use our
technology development capabilities.
The Material Science Institute, opened in 2017, conducts research and
development on a variety of themes received from the sales personnel of the
chemical products division to develop new technologies and products,
without specializing in the research of adhesives. Konishi aims to become a
proposal-oriented trading company unlike others that delivers products and
technologies created using its own technologies to the customer. We will do
so while meeting the diverse needs of the customers as they relate to the
chemical product business through the sales department as well as the
research & development department.
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Chemical product business

Paint field

2

We supply advanced raw
materials for paints that satisfy
both high functionality and
environmental consciousness
Reducing adverse effects to the environment as
much as possible with tomorrow’s living in mind.
This is an important theme in the paint field that
closely affects all aspects of society. Making use
of its know-how accumulated over a long period
of time as a trading company specializing in the
field, Konishi supplies earth-friendly products with
advanced functionality to a large number of paint
manufacturers in Japan. We handle a variety of
raw materials for producing paints, such as
resins, monomers, solvents, and other materials
in view of the present and future needs.

Chemical product business
● Paint resins
● Curing agents
● Additives
● Plasticizers
● Monomers
● Pigments

Automotive
field

● Solvents

2
Development of a heat-shielding paint with companies
connected by Konishi
As global warming grows increasingly serious, varieties of environment-conscious products are being sold, contributing to a reduction in CO2 Konishi
presented an opportunity for creating a new heat-shielding paint by using its
ability to take prompt action to connect companies. Our sales personnel grasped
early a piece of information on a company having an idea of the heat-shielding
paint. Based on this, we started the development in cooperation with a paint
manufacturer that had strengths in the development of such paint. By simply
coating a glass surface with a special paint, the heat is shielded, providing
significant energy savings. The paint is now being used in a variety of fields.

● Thermosetting resins
● Electronic/functional
materials

● Machines

We respond to the ever-advancing
needs of the electronics/electrical
industry with unique plan
proposals of our own
The electronics/electrical industry is always
seeking new technologies and energy/power
savings is an indispensable theme. Konishi quickly
focused its attention on this trend and proposed
plans to respond to their highly challenging needs.
We supply environmentally-friendly items of high
functionality, such as electronic circuit boards,
resins for recording media, fused silica, and a
variety of resins for films. And through our
extensive track record and information collecting
capabilities, we have built strong partnership with
a large number of customers.
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By responding to ever-advancing
needs, we support the
development of new vehicles
Responding to highly challenging needs of the
automotive industry based on global points of view.
This is a policy that we cherish at Konishi. Besides
the supply of a variety of items that support the
evolution of vehicles, such as electronic components and functional materials, we are proposing
leading-edge plans for weight reduction and
increased use of electronic components required in
hybrid and electric vehicles. At the same time, with
logistics, we are demonstrating high problem-solving capabilities, as seen in our thoroughgoing
support of effective purchasing systems.

3

● Thermoplastic resins

● Films

4

Proposing plans ahead of the times in cooperation
with the customer
At present, following the trend toward energy/power saving, the conversion of materials is underway across industries. Given this, a supplier of
Konishi developed an innovative technology. While joining metal and plastic
resin together involved a joining material before, they joined them together
without using such material. Konishi proposed to the customer a plan that
contributed to energy/power savings by combining the new technology with
our own solution. We brought new value to the industry through rationalized
production by reducing process steps.

● Electronic/functional materials
● Rubbers
● Machines

4
Supported the transportation of product to China through
prompt action and information capabilities
The automotive industry is transferring their production sector overseas. With
high-function materials and so on that cannot be procured locally, however,
there are times when their transportation from Japan may be requested. Konishi
supported the transportation of a product to China. Since the product required
strict temperature control, the transportation cost an enormous amount. To
solve the problem, our subsidiary in China played a primary role in finding a
warehouse in China that allowed for sufficient stock management to meet the
quality standards of the customer. They presented the means for high quality
and mass transportation, contributing significantly to reductions in costs.

● Raw materials for plastics
● Processed goods
● Housing-related molded
goods
● Civil engineering-related
materials

Electronics/
electrical field

3

● Thermoplastic resins
● Thermosetting resins

Household
equipment

● Environmental protection
hygienic materials

We fulfill a variety of requests on
molded and processed goods
that support comfortable living
Konishi has been watching the prosperous
connections between people and houses and
between people and communities. We supply a
variety of molded and processed goods that are
mostly housing and building materials, including
molding resins used for bathtubs and washstands
as well as FRP-molded goods, elastomer products,
and so forth. And we are actively developing our
own new products through collaborations with
suppliers that have processing technologies. By
effectively using our broad network, we are
responding to ever-diversifying needs.

5

5
Speedy development of products by full use of
our network
Konishi concentrates its efforts on product development conducted in cooperation with the customer. One example is the total support of molding. A customer, a building material manufacturer, received an order from a major housing
manufacturer for the development of a simplified veranda. The sales personnel,
in response to the request, selected, by using the network of their own, a resin
and a molding method that meet the requirements of being light weight and
resistant to impacts. Subsequently, they proposed a processing contractor that
was able to do the molding as requested. Through the total support of the
request of the customer, a high-quality product was speedily developed.
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Civil engineering & construction business

Work contracting
business
Civil engineering & construction business

KONISHI Challenge
to the building of a society where
people can live prosperous and
peaceful lives Contributing
Now is an era for the extension of service life
where we need to focus on the repair and
refurbishment of social capital stock, such as
architectural structures, bridges, roads, tunnels,
and water supply and sewerage systems that were
built in the past.
In addition to Bond and chemical products, at
Konishi, we are currently deploying a third pillar,
the civil engineering & construction business. This
is aimed at the maintenance, repair, and refurbishment of social infrastructure and architectural
structures, which are primarily conducted by
affiliated construction companies.

Steel plate-based reinforcement work method

Konishi Group supports the
precious social infrastructure
and public structures
By effectively using Konishi's adhesives and
sealants suited for the repair and refurbishment
of civil engineering and architectural structures
and by using Konishi's unique work methods
for the repair of exterior walls, seismic
strengthening, and surface protection, we will
contribute to the building of a society where
people can live prosperous and peaceful lives.
We will so by utilizing the entire Konishi Group,
including affiliated construction companies that
are work contracting businesses.

Tunnel water-conducting/stopping work methods Continuous fiber sheet-based reinforcement work method

Introduction to affiliated construction companies
●

Bond Engineering Co., Ltd.
Survey, design, estimation and work execution on the
repair, reinforcement, and refurbishment works on concrete
structures

●

Konishi Kouei Co., Ltd.
Contract-based execution of civil engineering and
architecture works by the use of adhesives

●

Kinki Reinforced Concrete Co., Ltd.
Business of laying upper slabs as part of bridge and
expressway works

●

KAKUMARU KENSETSU Co., Ltd.
Planning, design, work execution, and supervision on civil
engineering and construction works

●

Izumi Corporation
Civil engineering works primarily focusing on public works
for road repair and erosion control

KONISHI Challenge
Handing down the precious social capital to the next generations for a longer period of time
Bond Engineering Co., Ltd. of the Konishi Group was separated in 2001 from the civil
engineering division of Konishi Co., Ltd. and started its business specializing in the repair
and reinforcement of concrete structures. While still a relatively new company, it is currently
filling the maintenance needs on structures of all sorts, making use of field-proven
experiences and know-how accumulated from the days of being in Konishi. Their work
includes bridges, tunnels, and other road structures as well as railroads, ports and harbors,
water supply and sewage systems, and other pieces of public infrastructure, as well as
even seismic strengthening of architectural structures covering civil infrastructure, as well.
One by one, the social infrastructure built en masse in the period of rapid economic
growth, from the 1950s to early 1970, has passed the initial service life of 50 years. At
present, the business needs for the actions against obsolescence and for service life
extension plans are enormously high, and prompt and decisive actions are required. That is
because we believe it is our responsibility and mission to hand down our precious social
capital to future generations in sound conditions without delaying renovations. And boldly
tackling our jobs by fully using the accumulated technologies and know-how will make us
contribute to society in general. We are determined to work sincerely and aggressively on
our business activities.
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Flaking prevention work method

Bond Engineering Co., Ltd.

Work with Bond KEEP Maintenance Method®
VM-3 for preventing concrete from flaking off
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Research &
development

Creating value one step ahead to connect to

Promoting top-of the-industry research & development to create
products that can boast being called number one
Material Science Institute / Osaka Institute /
Urawa Institute
With the changes of the times, the roles of adhesives increase
and the wishes and requests of the society are becoming more
diversified. The research & development departments, based on the
mottos of “Quality first” and “Creation of new value,” are deploying
top-of-the-industry research and development activities. The Material
Science Institute, Osaka Institute, and Urawa Institute are responsible
for working toward that purpose.
At the Material Science Institute, they promote the creation of new
materials looking five to ten years ahead, applying the adhesive
technologies that have been accumulated so far. They are also
conducting research and development concerning the themes of the
chemical product business, a trading division. At the Osaka Institute
and Urawa Institute, in cooperation with the Material Science Institute,
they are sending out to the world new products and work methods
combining quality, functionality, and safety at higher levels.

Product/merchandise development committee,
organic development setup
To create new value, the thorough practice of a bottom-up
approach, directly capturing the opinions of customers, is
indispensable. For that reason, Konishi established the
Product/Merchandise Development Committee, consisting of
sales and research personnel. We foster an organizational
culture of taking on challenges in self-initiated themes and
encourage interactions and exchanges between people,
technologies, and information to accelerate research and
development. We also have built a development system that
organically connects fundamental research to product development. By developing technical seeds into products by means
of diversified approaches, we are attempting to open up new
domains and new markets. To create products that can boast
being called number one, Konishi’s work goes on.

Research & development bases

the future based on properly understanding social needs

Konishi’s research & development setup
○ Research of
materials
looking five, ten
years ahead
○ Search for
technological
seeds that will
become the
seeds of
product
development

Fundamental Product
research development

○ Promoting
leading-edge
research &
development
○ Development
capabilities to
materialize the
needs of the
society and
customers

Creating products that can boast being called number one

Civil Engineering & Architecture Experimentation Facility
With the advent of the stock-oriented society, the attitude of
carefully using existing goods is spreading in place of that of creating
anew. To respond to such trends of this era, Konishi established the
Civil Engineering & Architecture Experimentation Facility in Urawa
Institute. It has made it possible to develop products for practical
large-scale repair and reinforcement work on, for example, civil
engineering structures and exterior walls of architectural structures.
Based on reliable data
gained through repeated
experiments that reflect
the work sites of customers, we are creating new
products
and
work
methods.

By effectively making use of Konishi's
technological seeds, we are creating not
easily imitable products and functional
materials
Exploring new area beyond the field
of adhesives
This is an attitude that Konishi sticks to in development. That is to fuse newly developed technologies
with needs for the creation of products that go one
step ahead beyond expectation of the customer and
are friendly to the people and the environment. One of
the results of our efforts is the functional resin SU
Polymer. This is a polymer that did not exist previously,
created by means of silylation technology developed
on our own. It combines the excellent adhesiveness of
urethane resin and the excellent curability of silicone
resin. Beyond Bond Ultra-Versatile SU for common
household
use, it is expanding its range of applications
R
to housing and industrial materials and has infinite
possibilities in its scope of use.
Furthermore, by using the adhesive technologies
Konishi has nurtured over the years, we are working to
develop beyond the scope of adhesives. Including
joint development efforts in cooperation with cosmetics manufacture and other businesses from different
industries, we are actively working to explore new
fields.
By effectively utilizing technology development
capabilities that are not easily imitable, Konishi will
continue to present new value for present and future of
lifestyles.

Environmental testing room capable of reproducing
temperature conditions from -30°C to 50°C
Urawa Institute, Material Science Institute
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Osaka Institute
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Production
quality

Build production & logistics systems to ensure

“Even in the case of ten thousand pieces
of a product made by a manufacturer, a
single piece is everything to the
customer who bought it”
Quality policy
Currently, Konishi has two production factories: Shiga
and Tochigi. The items produced exceed 1,000 types in
total and extend to all fields in society, from adhesives for
common household use to those for industrial use and
those for civil engineering & construction use.
We deliver the highest satisfaction and highest quality
to a variety of customers. The quality policy “Even in the
case of ten thousand pieces of a product made by a
manufacturer, a single piece is everything to the customer

high quality and realize improved customer satisfaction
High quality and speedy production realized
through rationalized equipment and systems

Production bases

Rationalization of production
We are working to rationalize production to allow for higher
quality. One example is automation of production lines. A simple
process, constructed by eliminating wastes, significantly reduces
human errors. It also reduces costs through improvements in production efficiency, further enhancing our competitiveness in the market.
However, due to the properties of adhesives, or chemical products,

Tochigi Factory

there are a number of process steps that require human skills, knowledge, and experience. Therefore, we cannot leave everything to
machines. For that reason, we have built an efficient production setup,
which is constructed by effectively placing production personnel and
equipment, to produce high-quality products at high speeds.

who bought it” came from this idea. This motto, easy to
understand for everyone, indicates the direction of the
entire production to advance and, at the same time,
Shiga Factory

becomes a guideline calling for the awareness and
responsibility from each of the employees and, therefore,
leading to the establishment of organizational culture of
thinking and acting on his/her own.
Always stick to a focus on the customer and be an
organization that works to learn at all times. Putting it into

We deliver Konishi products to customers
across Japan using optimal logistics services

Logistics bases

practice strengthens mutual trust with customers.

Optimal logistics services

We are taking diversified actions to
realize quality assurance

Founded in 2012, Bond Logistics Co., Ltd. is responsible for the
storage and distribution of Konishi’s products. It provides optimal
logistics services by delivering products to the customers in the best

Quality assurance

conditions at all times, including stock management and quality
management, and by carefully responding to the requests from

“Konishi is responsible for the entire process, down

customers of various industries regarding deliveries.

to the point of a product reaching the customer.” At the

The logistics centers are the terminal points for Konishi’s series of

bottom of the quality assurance, clearly lies such a

business processes that include development, manufacturing, and

thought.

order reception. Through the satisfaction of deliveries without hitches

For the purpose of maintaining safe operations and
consistent supply, the lifelines of a manufacturer, we

Tochigi Logistics Center

as usual, it bears part of the responsibility for building trust from the
customers.

have built a flexible production setup that makes it possible to quickly respond to any disaster or increase in
demand. In addition to thorough quality management
from the procurement of raw materials to the product
delivery, we have established a logistics system that
connects the sales with the production to realize the high

Shiga Logistics Center

quality transportation. And, through multi-faceted activities that involve ISO 9001-based quality management
system, we are ensuring high quality.
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History of
Konishi

Handing down 150 years of Konishi’s
culture to keep advancing into the future

Progress in the start of business: Two Konishi Gisukes

In 1870, Konishi Gisuke the first bought a pharmaceutical trading business in
Dosho-machi, Osaka to start his business under the name of Konishi-ya. With a
strong enterprising spirit, he began the manufacture of western liquors that were rare
at that time. However, he was heavily in debt due to huge capital investment and so
forth. It was the servant Denjiro Kitamura, who later became Gisuke the second, that
saved the business from the crisis. Denjiro worked very hard, even without sparing
much time for sleeping, to repay the debt. And, in appreciation of his hard work, he was allowed to marry the eldest daughter of Gisuke the first. He
continued to show his talent for business and launched Asahi beer and Akamon (red gate) wine. Denjiro succeeded to the name Gisuke and ran
Konishi-ya as Konishi Gisuke the second both in name and reality.

Modernization of management: reorganization into a public joint-stock company

In 1903, the mercantile house of Konishi-ya (currently an important cultural property of Old Konishi Residence) was completed in Dosho-machi,
Osaka. Konishi-ya specialized in the wholesale of pharmaceuticals and grew to one of a few large businesses in Osaka dealing with imported alcohols,
industrial chemicals, foreign liquors and food products. In 1925, K.K. Konishi Gisuke Shoten was founded. Back then, with ethyl alcohol and imported
alcoholic beverages, the company had a share of as high as 40 percent in Japan and
enjoyed a high reputation as a marketer of alcohol. After that, during the war, with
alcohols controlled under the government monopoly, Konishi Gisuke Shoten was
virtually closed. After the war, as a result of active sales promotion activities, it steadily
built its foundation as a trader of chemical products. However, out of the fear of not
being able to grow with the existing business alone, the company started the research
of synthetic adhesives in view of the development of prospective products of their own.

Bond born: Konishi becomes known for Bond

In 1952, the first product of synthetic adhesive Bond finally made a debut on the market. Launched
first were products for making bags and for bookmaking by perfect binding. At that time, Bond, with its
strong adhesive power, was immediately adopted in bookmaking and used with telephone directories.
This marked a strong start for the product. In the process, it was discovered by chance that the
extension pieces for worn teeth of geta, or Japanese wood sandals, could be attached well by using
Bond. This was the start of actions toward the development of Bond for woodworking. The emulsion
adhesive for woodworking was successfully developed for the first time in Japan. Upon launch of the
product, it instantly spread in the industry of furniture, doors, and windows and gained a strong reputation. After that, the market expanded to include handicrafts at schools and so forth and, with the
economic growth of Japan, the product advanced to housing, architecture and other industries. The
usage remarkably expanded and Konishi’s reputation was made unshakable for its Bond.

Listed on the stock market: From Konishi to Konishi (change in Japanese
characters used)

In 1976, the company changed its name from K.K. Konishi Gisuke Shoten to Konishi Co., Ltd.
With products, the development of new products were further accelerated to respond to the market
needs, such as resin mortar, adhesive for laying tiles, and double-sided tapes. In addition, with the
playground of Bond further extended in public works, the company saw great progress. And, in
1994, the company was listed on the Second Section of Osaka Securities Exchange which had
been long hoped for. Subsequently, in 1997, it was listed on the First Section of Tokyo Stock Exchange and Osaka Securities Exchange.

Toward the creation of a third pillar: Extension in the civil
engineering & construction business

Starting in the year 2000, much emphasis was being placed on how we could extend
the service lives of architectural structure stock, e.g. condominiums, and social capital
stock, such as bridges, roads, and tunnels. Konishi had focused on the architecture
field, such as the repair of exterior walls of buildings. However, with the evolution of
technologies developed through such efforts, our products and work methods began
to be adopted in the civil engineering
field, such as the peeling-off repair work on bridges and expressways and seismic strengthening work.
The subcontract business for social infrastructure repair/reinforcement work therefore steadily expanded,
primarily at the affiliate companies.

Beyond the 150th year: Handing over to the future

In 2020, Konishi celebrated the 150th year since its foundation. We are determined to treasure the trust
we have earned over this long period of time. And, not just expanding the existing business, we are going to
explore new fields and new areas so that we can contribute to realizing a more comfortable life for tomorrow.
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History

1870 Founded
Started a pharmaceutical trading business under the name of
Konishi-ya at the present site of Osaka Head Office
1880s Started importing and marketing liquors and canned goods
1884 Started production of Asahi brand beer
1888 Established Osaka Foreign Liquors Brewing Co., Ltd. for the
manufacture and sales of beer, brandy, whisky and other
alcoholic beverages
Started manufacturing and sales of Akamon (red gate) brand
wine
1903 Company building (currently called Former Company Bldg.
situated at northeastern corner of Dosho-machi, Sakai-suji)
completed
Around 1912
Specialized in the wholesale and sold imported alcohols,
industrial chemicals, foreign liquors and food products.
However, continued the production of alcohols for medical use.
1914 Founded a limited partnership company. Established Pharmaceutical Department and Foodstuff Department to improve
management and organizational efficiency and to boost sales.
1925 Reorganized the company into K.K. Konishi Gisuke Shoten.
Gained reputation of Konishi Gisuke as a marketer of alcohol.
1940 Opened Tokyo Branch Office
1952 Began marketing the synthetic adhesive BOND
Established Tokyo Factory (later merged into Urawa Factory)
1956 Established Tokyo Honjo Pharmaceutical Factory
Resumed production of alcohols for medical use
1957 Opened Nagoya Field Office (current Nagoya Branch Office)
1960 Opened Sapporo Field Office (current Sapporo Branch Office)
1962 Opened Fukuoka Field Office (current Fukuoka Branch Office)
1964 Established Urawa Factory
Tokyo Factory became the first manufacturing facility in the
industry authorized to bear the JIS mark on its polyvinylacetate-based adhesives for woodworking
1966 Opened Hiroshima Field Office (current Hiroshima Branch Office)
1969 Reorganized into two business units: Chemical Products
Division and Bond Division
1973 Established Shiga Factory

1997 Acquired certification for the quality system registration system ISO
9001
Listed on the First Section of Tokyo Stock Exchange
Listed on the First Section of Osaka Securities Exchange
1998 Acquired ownership of Konishi Kouei Co., Ltd.
1999 Founded Bond Chemical Co., Ltd.
Acquired ownership of Maruyasu & Co., Ltd.
2001 Acquired Environmental Management System ISO 14001 certification at
Shiga Factory
Former Konishi Residence designated an important cultural property
Founded Bond Engineering Co., Ltd.
2002 Acquired Environmental Management System ISO 14001 at all factories
in Japan
Maruyasu & Co., Ltd., subsidiary, founded a wholly owned subsidiary
Taiwan Maruyasu & Co., Ltd.
2003 Acquired Environmental Management System ISO 14001 at Osaka
Institute and Urawa Institute
Founded Bond Sales Co., Ltd.
Acquired ownership of Sunrise MSI Corporation
2004 Founded Keyang Fine Chemical {Suzhou) Co., Ltd.
Founded Konishi Co., Ltd. Shanghai
2005 Renamed Tokyo Branch Office to Tokyo Head Office, and adopted a
dual head office system with Osaka Head Office and Tokyo Head Office
Moved the Ethanol Manufacturing Department to Shiga Factory, and
established Shiga Ethanol Production Workshop
Founded Kony Sunrise Trading Co., Ltd. (Thailand)
2007 Bond for Wood for household use registered as three-dimensional
trademark
2009 Bond Ultra Multi-Purpose® S·U granted Technical Award from
Adhesion Society of Japan
2010 Opened Basic Research Institute (current Material Science Institute)
Bond for Wood for household use granted 2010 Good Design/Longlife
Design Award
Founded KF Instruments India Pvt. Ltd. (India)
Founded Konishi Lemindo Vietnam Co., Ltd. (Vietnam)
2012 Self-declared the compliance with the quality system registration
scheme ISO 9001
Founded Bond Logistics Co., Ltd.
Opened Tochigi Logistics Center
2013 Founded PT. KONISHI INDONESIA (Indonesia)
Acquired ownership of Kinki Reinforced Concrete Co., Ltd.
2014 Acquired ownership of Wall Bond Industry Co., Ltd.
Opened Tochigi Sales Office
Established Established Production Building 1 at Tochigi Factory
Opened Shiga Logistics Center

1976 Renamed the company to Konishi Co., Ltd.
Opened Sendai Field Office (current Sendai Branch Office) and
Kanazawa Field Office (current Kanazawa Branch Office)

2015 Opened Okinawa Sales Office

1978 Opened Takamatsu Field Office (current Takamatsu Branch
Office)

2017 Opened Chiba Sales Office
Basic Research Institute renamed to Material Science Institute
Acquired ownership of KAKUMARU KENSETSU Co., Ltd.
Opened Himeji Sales Office
Closed Urawa Factory

1981 Established Osaka Institute and Urawa Institute
1982 Opened Northern Kanto Field Office (current Maebashi Branch
Office)
1986 Established Tochigi Factory
1988 Founded Minakuchi Chemical Industry Co., Ltd.
1990 Merged with Bond Wax Co., Ltd.
Reorganized the company into three business units: Bond
Division, Bond Wax Division and Chemical Products Division
1994 Listed on the Second Section of Osaka Securities Exchange
Opened Atsugi Sales Office (current Yokohama Branch Office)
1995 Reorganized the company into two business units: Bond
Division and Chemical Products Division

2016 Bond Logistics Co., Ltd. acquired ownership of KB LINE Co., Ltd.
Opened Shizuoka Sales Office

2018 Opened Shiga Sales Office
2019 Established Kanto Branch Office at the former site of Urawa Factory
Abolished Tokyo Head Office and transferred it to Kanto Branch Office
With the acquisition of ownership, renamed Kitahama TNK building to
Kitahama Konishi building
2020 Opened Tokyo Satellite Office
KAKUMARU KENSETSU Co., Ltd. acquired ownership of Izumi
Corporation
Opened Niigata Sales Office
Acquired ownership of Sansho Construction Incorporated
Opened the Former Konishi Family Residence
2021 Founded PT.KONISHI LEMINDO INDONESIA (Indonesia)
2022 Bond Engineering Co., Ltd. absorbed Sansho Construction Incorporated
* Visit our website for the latest status.

URL: http://www.bond.co.jp/company/
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Company
outline

Company outline

Business sites

Administrative
Headquarters

Bond Division
Personnel Department

Corporate Planning
Department

Bond Sales
Division

Civil Engineering
& Construction
Sales Division

Production
Division

Research &
Development Division

Sunrise Corporation

Accounting Department

General Affairs Department

Legal Affairs Department

IT Planning & Support Department

Osaka Bond Sales Department

Tokyo Bond Sales Department

Osaka Civil Engineering &
Construction Sales Department
Tokyo Civil Engineering &
Construction Sales Department

Tochigi Factory

Sales Support Department

Shiga Factory

Production Control Department

Urawa Institute

Osaka Institute

Material Science Institute

Wall Bond Industry Co., Ltd.

Bond Logistics Co., Ltd.

Bond Chemical Co., Ltd.

Minakuchi Chemical Industry Co., Ltd.

Osaka Chemical Products Sales Department

Tokyo Chemical Products Sales Department

Nagoya Chemical Products Sales Department
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Maruyasu & Co., Ltd.

MUFG Bank, Mitsubishi UFJ Trust and Banking,
Sumitomo Mitsui Banking

Chemical
Products Division

Main banks

Konishi Kouei Co., Ltd.

Petrochemical products, synthetic resin, industrial chemicals in
general, synthetic adhesives and sealants, waxes, mold release
agents and other plastic products

Bond Engineering Co., Ltd.

(2) Items sold

Kinki Reinforced Concrete Co., Ltd.

Synthetic adhesives, sealants, and resins sold under the brand
name Bond; floor polishes, detergents, and plastic mold release
agents sold under the brand name Bond Wax; industrial tapes
sold under the brand name Bond Tape; and other products

KAKUMARU KENSETSU Co., Ltd.

(1) Products manufactured

Construction
Business Group

Lines of Business

Konishi Co., Ltd. Shanghai

4956

Keyang Fine Chemical {Suzhou) Co., Ltd.

Securities code

Kony Sunrise Trading Co., Ltd.

Listed on the First Section of
Tokyo Stock Exchange

Konishi Lemindo Vietnam Co., Ltd.

Stock

PT.KONISHI INDONESIA

Consolidated: 1,542;
unconsolidated: 741
(as of March 31, 2021)

Overseas
Business Group

March

Employees

PT.KONISHI LEMINDO INDONESIA

End of fiscal year

Internal Auditing Office

4.603 bil. yen

Sustainability Promotion Committee
Risk Management Committee

Capital

Audit and Supervisory Committee

Chairman, President
Security Trade Control Committee

1-7-1 Dosho-machi, Chuo-ku, Osaka,
Japan

Product Safety Committee

Head office

Board of Directors

Internal Control Committee
Logistics Committee

Sept. 25, 1925

New Mainline System Introduction Committee

November 1870

Incorporated

(as of June 21, 2022)
General Meeting of Shareholders

Pension Asset Management Committee

Founded

Head Office
Kitahama Konishi Bldg., 1-7-1 Dosho-machi, Chuo-ku, Osaka, 541-0045, Japan
TEL: 06(6228)2811
Kanto Branch Office
5-3-35 Nishibori, Sakura-ku, Saitama, 338-0832, Japan
TEL: 048(637)9940
Tokyo Satellite Office
Meiji-Seimei Kan, 2-1-1 Marunouchi, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, 100-0005, Japan
TEL: 03(6364)2811
Nagoya Branch Office
Bantane-Sakae Bldg., 2-4 Shin-Sakae-machi, Naka-ku, Nagoya, 460-0004, Japan
TEL: 052(217)8620
Fukuoka Branch Office
Hiyoshi Bldg., 3-24-24 Shimizu, Minami-ku, Fukuoka, 815-0031, Japan
TEL: 092(551)1761
Yokohama Branch Office
Shin-yokohama Bosei Bldg., 3-20-12 Shin-Yokohama, Kohoku-ku, Yokohama, 222-0033, Japan
TEL: 045(514)2450
Sapporo Branch Office
Miyamura Bldg., 3-1-1 Kita-Hachijo-Higashi, Higashi-ku, Sapporo, 060-0908, Japan
TEL: 011(731)0351
Sendai Sales Office
3-34-17 Izumi-Chuo, Izumi-ku, Sendai, 981-3133, Japan
TEL: 022(342)1393
Niigata Sales Office
154 Ichiban-cho, Kami-okawamae-dori, Chuo-ku, Niigata, 951-8068, Japan
TEL: 025(367)5050
Maebashi Sales Office
1-11-10 Odomo-machi, Maebashi-shi, Gunma, 371-0847, Japan
TEL: 027(289)8313
Tochigi Sales Office
262-9 Shiba, Shimotsuke-shi, Tochigi, 329-0412, Japan
TEL: 0285(43)1511
Chiba Sales Office
Office Matsunami, 2-13-20 Matsunami, Chuo-ku, Chiba, 260-0044, Japan
TEL: 043(305)5970
Shizuoka Sales Office
Atlas Higashi-Shizuoka, 6-6-41 Magarikane, Suruga-ku, Shizuoka, 422-8006, Japan
TEL: 054(654)2552
Kanazawa Sales Office
Emlord Ekinishi, 3-16-11 Ekinishi-honmachi, Kanazawa-shi, Ishikawa, 920-0025, Japan
TEL: 076(223)1565
Shiga Sales Office
Minakuchi Industrial Park, 1-12 Sasagaoka, Minakuchi-cho, Koka-shi, Shiga, 528-0061, Japan
TEL: 0748(70)5577
Himeji Sales Office
2-267-7 Shimonoda, Shikama-ku, Himeji-shi, Hyogo, 672-8044, Japan
TEL: 079(235)1021
Takamatsu Sales Office
Takamatsu Tenjin-mae bldg. 10-1 Tenjin-mae, Takamatsu-shi, Kagawa, 760-0018, Japan
TEL: 087(835)2020
Hiroshima Sales Office
Itsukaichi OK bldg. 2-10-5 Itsukaichi Chuo, Saeki-ku, Hiroshima, 731-5128, Japan
TEL: 082(208)1201
Okinawa Sales Office
3-19-35 Makabi, Naha-shi, Okinawa, 902-0068, Japan
TEL: 098(884)7521
Production bases
Tochigi Factory
262-6 Shiba, Shimotsuke-shi, Tochigi, 329-0412, Japan
TEL: 0285(44)5222
Shiga Factory
Minakuchi Industrial Park, 1-12 Sasagaoka, Minakuchi-cho, Koka-shi, Shiga, 528-0061, Japan
TEL: 0748(62)4340
Research institutes
Urawa Institute
5-3-35 Nishibori, Sakura-ku, Saitama, 338-0832, Japan
TEL: 048(838)6072
Material Science Institute
5-3-35 Nishibori, Sakura-ku, Saitama, 338-0832, Japan
TEL: 048(838)6072
Osaka Institute
4-7-9 Tsurumi, Tsurumi-ku, Osaka, 538-0053, Japan
TEL: 06(6939)3321
Logistics bases
Tochigi Logistics Center
262-9 Shiba, Shimotsuke-shi, Tochigi, 329-0412, Japan
TEL: 0285(40)0881
Shiga Logistics Center
3 Hinokigaoka, Minakuchi-cho, Koka-shi, Shiga, 528-0068, Japan
TEL: 0748(70)2153

Committee for Preparing New Production Building at Tochigi Factory

Konishi Co., Ltd.

Working Style Committee

Company name

Organization

Affiliates

Japan
Sunrise Corporation
Production and sales of sealants

Overseas
Konishi Co., Ltd. Shanghai

China

International trades, trilateral trades, business-to-business trades
within bonded zone, and trade agency

Wall Bond Industry Co., Ltd.

Keyang Fine Chemical {Suzhou) Co., Ltd.
Production and sales of adhesives and sealants

Production and sales of adhesives for wallpaper work, putty,
adhesives for work of mounting on windows and doors
Minakuchi Chemical Industry Co., Ltd.
Filling adhesives for common household use
Bond Chemical Co., Ltd.
Purchase and sales of raw materials for adhesives, sealants and waxes
Bond Logistics Co., Ltd.
Management of warehouses for adhesives and sealants
KB LINE Co., Ltd.
Trucking business
Maruyasu & Co., Ltd.
Sales of industrial chemicals, electronic component materials,
vacuum deposition materials and raw materials for pharmaceuticals
Bond Engineering Co., Ltd.
Survey, design, estimation, construction for the repair,
reinforcement, and refurbishment of concrete structures
Konishi Kouei Co., Ltd.
Contract-based execution of civil engineering and architecture works
by the use of adhesives

Taiwan Maruyasu & Co., Ltd.

Taiwan

Sales of industrial chemicals, electronic component materials and
raw materials for cosmetics
Thailand

Kony Sunrise Trading Co., Ltd.
Purchase and sales of industrial chemicals, synthetic resins, and adhesives

Vietnam

Konishi Lemindo Vietnam Co., Ltd.
Production and sales of adhesives

Indonesia

PT. KONISHI INDONESIA
Import/export and sales of adhesives, paints, and raw materials thereof;
import/export and sales of synthetic resins
PT. KONISHI LEMINDO INDONESIA
Production and sales of adhesives
Keyang Fine Chemical {Suzhou) Co., Ltd.
Konishi Co., Ltd. Shanghai

Taiwan Maruyasu & Co., Ltd.

Kinki Reinforced Concrete Co., Ltd.
Business of laying upper slabs as part of bridge and expressway works
KAKUMARU KENSETSU Co., Ltd.
Planning, design, work execution, and supervision
on civil engineering and construction works

Kony Sunrise Trading Co., Ltd.
Konishi Lemindo Vietnam Co., Ltd.

Izumi Corporation
Civil engineering works primarily focusing on public works
for road repair and erosion control
PT. KONISHI LEMINDO INDONESIA

PT. KONISHI INDONESIA

* Visit our website for the latest status.

URL: http://www.bond.co.jp/company/
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Trends in
business
performance

Percent sales by segment

Percent operating profit by segment

(consolidated : fiscal year ended March 2022)

(consolidated : fiscal year ended March 2022)

Other

Other

Construcution
18,020 mil. yen
15.9%

Bond
Sales
113,671 mil. yen 63,613 mil. yen
Chemical
56.0%
products
31,844 mil. yen
28.0%

Chemical
products
989 mil. yen
13.6%

Sales

http://www.bond.co.jp/

Bond
4,606 mil. yen
63.1%

Non-consolidated

Consolidated

- Corporate information
- Product information
- Product catalogs
- Safety datasheets (SDS)
- IR-related materials
- Actions for the environment, etc.

7,115

7,031

7,298

7,082

(mil. yen)

120,000

6,000

113,671

107,750
93,539

91,268

87,291

7,238

135,180

134,139
128,492

(mil. yen)

Consolidated
*1

*1

4,500

4,277
4,058

75,195

71,023

3,843

3,816

3,890

3,000

60,000

0

Operating
profit
7,298 mil. yen

Operating profit
Non-consolidated

90,000

Information about Konishi is
also available on our website.

Construcution
1,674 mil. yen
22.9%

18.3

19.3

20.3

21.3

0

22.3

Net income (non-consolidated)
Net income attributable to owners of parent
(consolidated)
Non-consolidated

Mascot used around 1962
Bon-chan

18.3

19.3

20.3

21.3

22.3

Total assets
Non-consolidated

Consolidated

Consolidated
119,148

*1
(mil. yen)

5,135

5,000

(mil. yen)

108,402

106,113

103,593

100,000

4,931
4,619

*1

113,800

97,643
91,875

4,585

91,370

93,398

4,404

4,000
3,560
3,294

3,717

80,000

3,147

60,000

3,000

0
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18.3

19.3

77,604

3,619

20.3

21.3

22.3

0

18.3

19.3

20.3

21.3

22.3

*1 The Accounting Standard for Revenue Recognition (ASBJ Statement No. 29; March 31, 2020) has been applied since the beginning of the fiscal year
ended March 2022, and the figures for the fiscal year ended March 2021 are the figures after retroactive application of the accounting standard.
*2 Visit our website for the latest status. URL: http://www.bond.co.jp/company/
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